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(USE SCIENCE HW NOTEBOOK TO ANSWER) 
I) Fill in the blanks.          1x5=5 

1. Fish have _____________ which help them to breathe in water. 
2. The flesh eating animals are called ______________. 
3. ____________ bird has a strong chisel-shaped beak. 
4. A frog has a long sticky _____________ to catch insects. 
5. Birds use their beaks and ______________ to catch, hold and eat their food. 

 
II) Match the following:          1x5=5 

  A        B 
1. Squirrel                                   a) sharp, pointed & curved front teeth 
2. It changes into a fruit   b) biting front teeth  
3. It makes food for the plant   c) very sharp front teeth 
4. Tiger      d) flower 
5. Cow       e) leaf                                                                      

f) no biting or chewing teeth 
 

III) Correct the following statement:       1x3=3 

1. Fish breathe through their lungs. 
 __________________________________. 

2.  Seed is the most beautiful part of a plant. 
 __________________________________. 

3. The leaf of a plant is called its bedroom. 
 __________________________________. 

 
IV) Supply the related pair:         1x4=4 

1. Cow: living Things::Table: _______________. 
2. Animals that gnaw: Squirrel::Cud chewing animal: _______________. 
3. Perching bird: sparrow::Climbing birds: _______________. 
4. Mustard: tap root::Grass: _______________. 

V) Name the groups:          1x4=4 
     1. Tiger, Lions, Foxes:   _______________. 

2. Cows, buffaloes, Sheep:   _______________. 
     3. Eagle, Vulture, Owl:   _______________. 
     4. Sparrow, Pigeon, Peacock:  _______________. 
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VI) Give one word for the following:       1x4=4 

1. An animals which works for human beings    _____________ 
2. Animals which eat both plant and flesh of other animals  _____________ 
3. Eat grass and plant in a field       _____________ 
4. To bite something repeatedly or chew it hard    _____________ 

 
VII)  Give 2 examples:          1x4=4 

1. Animals breathe through lungs:  ___________, __________. 
2. Climbing birds: ____________, ___________. 
3. Tap root: ____________, ______________. 
4. Non green plant: ___________, ___________. 

 

VIII)  Answer the following questions:       1x5=5 

1. Mention three ways by which living thing breathe. 
2. Write 2 uses of the stem. 
3. Mention the names of 2 types of roots. 
4. Why should we take care of domestic animals? 
5. Name different types of food that humans get from animals. 

 
IX)  Answer the following:         2x3=6 

1. How do the feet of perching birds help them? 
2. Why do birds build nests? 
3. Draw a neat labeled diagram of leaf and label the below given parts 

 i) Stalk  ii) Leaf-apex      iii) Main vein      iv) Side vein 
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